
Grandeur Hardware debuts collection of diamond-inspired crystal knobs. 

(Denver, CO – February 2017)  Grandeur Hardware brings the incomparable beauty of diamonds into the home with their 
stunning new Baguette Crystal Collection.  Inspired by the perfection of these precious gemstones, the Grandeur design team 
has created an extraordinary new line of crystal knobs that are the ultimate in elegance and luxury. 

“Our new Baguette Crystal Knobs are a great way to add some sparkle and glitz,” said Emma Kane, Marketing Director for 
Grandeur Hardware.  “Each knob is cut with multiple facets on each side, creating an interesting sense of dimension and 
texture, while additional bevels on the top and bottom allow the knob to fit comfortably in the hand.  They’re both beautiful 
and practical, which is rare.”

Available in traditional clear and a stunning shade of amber, the Baguette Crystal knobs can be paired with any of 12 different 
plates or rosettes, with designs running the gamut from simple to ornate.  Customers also have the option of choosing from 
seven exquisite finishes, including Antique Pewter, Lifetime Brass, Polished Brass, Polished Nickel, Satin Nickel, Timeless 
Bronze and Vintage Brass. Each knob is crafted from the highest quality forging brass and 24% lead crystal, using time- 
honored techniques and hand-applied finishes and polishing.  

The Baguette Crystal Collection is available at authorized showrooms nationwide and through select online retailers. 

For more information about this beautiful collection and a listing of dealers, visit www.grandeurhardware.com.

ABOUT GRANDEUR HARDWARE

Grandeur Hardware was created 12 years ago from a deep desire to offer the finest traditional and vintage hardware in North America. Our prod-

ucts are made with exceptional materials and craftsmanship, and they are backed by an extensive warranty and customer support program. 

Even our packaging is the best in the industry – all locksets arrive in a high-gloss “piano black” box and include a microfiber polishing cloth. 

Grandeur’s extensive range of  styles, finishes, plates and knobs are designed to be mixed and matched to suit any personal taste. We craft 

our solid brass knobs and all hardware from the highest quality forging brass and use only 24% lead-crystal knobs. Grandeur products offer 

unmatched functionality with easy installation, and sturdy mechanics that ensure smooth operation. Simply turn a Grandeur knob or lever, and 

feel the difference immediately.
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